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OFFS: A Brief Introduction 
‘Oh For F*cks Sake: A Podcast” is an 
open format discussion show. 
Engaging topics with charismatic 
hosts. Subjects range from pop 
culture to politics. Conspiracy 
theories, to ancient religion and 
everything in between with a bold 
sense of wit, humor, and empathy.  
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Two life long best friends hosts Ryan Wingard, and Derek West chop it up 
about the state of things. We talk life, politics, and a bunch of ridiculous 
things in-between. The things that make you throw your hands up and say 
“Oh For F*cks Sake!” In podcast form.  

We bring a a throwback to a since forgotten time. The age before the 
internet. With hosts that have distinctive voices, but more importantly a 
unique perspective, one host being a mixed race man (Derek,) the other a 
paraplegic (Ryan.) Together they make a charismatic combination and 
approach each subject with wit, humor, and empathy that makes this show a 
breath of fresh air during these strange and divisive times.  

Summary



“So who are you guys, and why should we care?”
 Just a couple of lifelong best friends who after allowing technology to catch up to us, decided in early 
2020 to launch our own podcast. We believe we have unique voices and perspectives that make us a 
great potential fit for edgy, youthful brands. Which already includes manscaped.com. Our roots date back 
1991 which shows in the chemistry and back and forth displayed on the show. You can follow the show 
on twitter @OFFSPodcast and each other the hosts @RyanOFFSPod and @DerekOFFSPod 
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We are a RAPIDLY expanding show publishing 
full episodes twice a month (with bonus 

episodes in between) to an active, engaged, 
loyal audience now in 19 countries, including 
over 300 cities throughout the United States.  
Our audience size has quadrupled less than 

three months after launch. 



Contact 
OFFSPodcast.com


facebook.com/offspodcast


offspodcast@gmail.com
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